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ECC Debate Challenge:
Last term, members of the 
DSA approached ECC leader
ship at one of their recruitment 
tables and asked them to sign 
the National Student Federa
tion’s Peace Petition which 
was worded as follows:

"We, the peace-loving people 
of South Africa, demand that 
the African National Congress 
abandon its campaign of cal
culated terror against innocent 
civilians."

The ECC leadership refused 
to sign this petition and were 
embarrassed when they, who 
claim to be pacifists, were 
unable to take a stand against 
the senseless murder of civilians 
by ANC terrorists.

Shortly after this they reacted 
by challenging the DSA to a 
debate. The ECC have, 
however, subsequently refused 
to debate their unwillingness to 
sign our petition.

The debate has been sche
duled for early in the third term 
and a suitable chairperson and 
topic will have to be found.

Let us briefly consider how Freedom Fighter specifically relates 
to the ECC, and how it tries to destroy the ECC's credibility 
amongst University of Natal, Durban (UND) students. The Campaign 
is a crucial part of the counter-hegemonic bloc, especially as it 
mobilises 'whites' around the issue of conscription into the 
state's most powerful apparatus, the SADF. The fact that 
conscription affects most 'white' men and their families and 
friends, together with the democratic, peace-oriented nature of 
the ECC, has enabled the Campaign to draw support, from radical, 
liberal and 'unpoliticised' students alike. To break down this 
popularity, the DSA has dedicated much of the content of Freedom 
Fighter to the purpose of discrediting the ECC. In fact, every 
issue contains at least one article intended to smear the ECC.

The chief method of smearing has been drawing of links between 
the ECC and more radical organisations seen as connected to the 
'international communist conspiracy' by liberal or less 
politicised students, who are thereby alienated from the ECC. A 
clear example of this is in Freedom Fighter no.4: "According to a 
United Nations press release, Gavin Evans represented the ECC of 
South Africa at a meeting in March 1986, where he, alongside 
representatives of the ANC, PAC, PLO, SWAPO, the League of Arab 
States, as well as the Soviet African Asian Solidarity Committee 

j  reviewed the situation in South Africa"(20).

The same article continues: "war resistance is, of course, a 
response to the all-round political and military struggle led by 
the ANC"(21). Another example reads: "In view of Ms Winnie 
Mandela's 'matches and tyres' philosophy, as well as her message 
of militant greeting and gratitude for 'brotherly solidarity to 
the Soviet Union', the ECC press release issued in October 1986, 
stating that activist Winnie Mandela had been invited to protest 
"against the increasing militarisation in our society", can only 

be frowned upon"(22).
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■Motioned a n a t iv e  qnanlity of a rm  and ammunition (about 400 kg in 

M a i) wac i i c o v t n i

These finds indicate that the ANC if firmly committed to a sustained 

strategy of tenons* attacks in order to achieve political power 

The past few weeks have seen an increased number of bomb blasu directed 

against targets which are dearly civilian in nature. Theae blasts have oome 
directly after Tambo's denial that the ANC ha-, a policy to attack civilian or 
"•oft” targets. It is obvious that on top of everything else Oliver Tam bo will 
tell blatant lies in order to win the suppori of sympathetic liberals or 

moderates within South Africa.

Recent blasts directed against civilian target* include inter alia:

— June 14: Car bomb explodes on Durban's Golden Mile killing 3 women 

and injuring 69 others. ‘

— June 24. Two blasts in central Johannesburg, one in a last-food 

restaurant and the other outside a hotel, injuring 22 people

— June 28: Bomb explodes in a shopping centre inuring 2 people

— July 1: A bomb goes off nest to a bus stop in Johannesburg injuring 6 

women and 2 infants.

—- July 3: A bomb explodes outside Mowbray police station next to a 

bus-stop at 7.35 a m Miraculously only 2 people received minor injuries.

— July 4: A blast outside Checkers supermarket in Silverton injures 20 

people. At least 3 of the victims lost limbs.

In the face of this can the Leftist alliance continue to whitewash the ANC by 

stating that they do not hit soft targets? The DSA does not believe so, the 

ANC are terrorists and should be branded as sych »*
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Another method used by the DSA to undermine the ECC is to provide 
quotations either by ECC members or about the ECC or 
conscription, and to present them out of their intended context, 
thus distorting the essence of the statements. An example of this 
is "ECC is not a pacifist organisation" - apparently said by Meg 

Beresford of the Campaign for Nuclear Disarmament(23). Another 
example is a quote by Oliver Tambo calling on 'white' South 
Africans to "refuse to join the army" and to "build united 
resistance"(24). A further example is a statement by ECC member 
Richard Steele: "... the goal of our campaign is to end 
conscription"(25). All these quotations are used so as to lend 
legitimacy to the myths being promoted by the dominant discourse, 
which postulates that conscription is opposed not for pacifist 
motives, but to weaken the SADF so that "Soviet-backed terrorist 
organisations"(26) can attain power.

One article questions the funding of the ECC and concludes "Which 
foreign country (or countries) has an interest in the abolition 
of conscription in South Africa?"(27). Another Freedom Fighter 
asks why ECC members would not sign a petition "calling for the 
ANC to abandon its campaign of calculated terror against innocent 
civilians"(28). Freedom Fighter No.3 has an article criticising 
the ECC for "littering Durban" in its sticker campaign, and 
"breaking city by-laws"(29).

While undermining the ECC, Freedom Fighter openly supports the 
SADF. This is clearly evident in an article in No.5 titled "Why 
do we need a defence force and conscription"(30), which overflows 
with Bureau of Information rhetoric - "Peaceful reform can only 
take place in a society where terrorist violence is rejected and 
law and order is (sic) maintained"(3l).
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EDITORIAL

As you will by now have realised «ht 

third edition of the DSA  freedom 

Tighter, scheduled to appear on Monday 

February 16.1987 (Orientation Week) 

was banned by the SRC. It seems that 

although the NUSAS SRC disapprove 

most strongly of censorship by the 

Sute. they themselves practice an 

equally ridiculous form of censorship, 

they do not allow anyone to distribute 

anything on campus without their 

permission.

W e at the D.S.A. arc firmly opposed to 

censorship in any form and it is lor this 

reason that we have great difficulty in 

understanding why these so called 

authorities feel that they have the right 

to deny new students access to im

portant information regarding campus 

affaire. It seems nuite absurd to see the 

same people who call for free speach. 

academic freedom and an end to press 

censorship in the country imposing 

cenaorship within their own system, 

where intimidation, poliucal violence 

Jeath threats are all common 

occurrences have these people rcdifined 

freedom and censorship? or do they 

believe they have a right to oppress 

s.

t» support petition:

During Orientation Week the Durban 

students alliance undertook a joint pro

ject with the students action front 

(Pietermaritzburg) this was in the form 

of a petition which will be sent to the 

Minister of ConsUtulional Deveiop- 

* t  and Planning The petition reads 

follows: “We (he undersigned, do 

hereby declare that we support the 

principle of negotiauon as exemplified 

by the Kwa-Zulu/Natal Indaba and 

furthermore we call on you to withdraw 

your rejection of the above proposals 

and urge you to publically support this 

significant step towards eradicating 

political deadlock in South Africa." 

This petition has been accepted most 

favourably by students and o v a  two 

hundred and fifty students signed in a 

two hour period on the first day in 

Durban alone, this figure would have 

been even more impressive if the 

authorities had not intervened Ihe

[Freedom Fighter also functions to take up the cause of "the free 
enterprise system". Capitalism, according to the DSA, allows for 
"freedom, democracy and liberty" - these being inextricably 
linked to three values - life, liberty and property"(32) and for 
this reason are firmly behind the vanguard of the multinational 
capitalist movement - Ronald Reagan and the CIA. The DSA are 
fully pledged "in solidarity with the liberation of Nicaragua, 
Mozambique, Angola and Afganistan"(33). These struggles 
according to Freedom Fighter are "in support of western values 
and principles such as free enterprise, private property, and the 
full range of civil and religious liberties"!34). Freedom 

I Fighter is st rongly opposed to apartheid and its injustices, 
although no meaningful criticism of the government is ever put 
forward, apart from that it should perhaps play less of a role 

I in the economy. No mention is made of the vast social and 
I economic inequalities that are prevalent in South Africa. The 
I most telling criticism that the Freedom Fighter levels at the 
I government is that it demands too much taxes, although no mention 
I is made concerning what is done with these taxes (like spending 
lover R13 billion a year on a 'defence' budget). DSA is also 
I mildly critical of the government's rejection of the Indaba - 
I the proposals of which Freedom Fighter gives much attention 
land prominence. Freedom Fighter also features many of the 
I ideas and viewpoints conveyed by Leon Louw and Francis Kendall in 
I their book, South Africa - the Solution. It is clear that 
I P’reedom Fighter is not really opposed to the contemporary 
I South African political economy, and in being mildly critical of 
I the government, it actually serves to legitimize the current 
I  situation as one way of preserving free enterprise in South 

I Af rica.

I  'Streetwise' Design

I  Freedom Fighter is a slick, expensive, and textually effective 
I  publication. It is obvious that the publication is not written 
I  and compiled by the DSA alone, as is claimed. Jonathan Poole,
I  the editor, claims to do layout on his bed at home. The profes- 
I sional gloss and mobilisation of ideology through design and 
I  language, not to mention the extremely high quality of the paper 
I  used, makes it likely that professional advice and substantial 
I  external funding are freely available to the DSA.

1 Freedom Fighter uses design to its advantage with great 
1 effect. For example, on one page of Freedom Fighter Number 4 
I is an article on the Indaba proposals headed "Together we all 
I win", with the logo of a black and a white hand clasped together 
|| above it. Alongside, is a shaded article headed "Apartheid" and 
I which refers to SANSCO, and which began by stating, "Apartheid is 
1 alive and well at the University of Natal Durban". Underneath 
1 these two articles is one headed, "The ANC and 'soft' civilian 
I  targets". This article gives details of all the latest ANC 
I  bombings and concludes that "the ANC should be branded as 
I  terrorists". Next to this article is a cartoon which discredits 
I  the US State Department 's view that "a range of voices" exist 
I  inside the ANC. Underneath in large bold white flanked by blue 
I  is the punchline: "FREEDOM NEEDS FREE ENTERPRISE". The 
I  newshole on this page is thus designed to elicit the composite 
I idea that 'freedom' is antithetical to apartheid (now practiced 
I  by the University of Natal) and violence (prac_ticed_by_the_ANC2MM̂

Tailpiece
PW  Botha's promise that M-Net w ill never be a llow td to tarry * *  

lung as he is president seems fair enough. After all, SA B C  lekvti 

dooM t cany  news.



and synonomous with 'free enterprise' and theD SA ^T hus^m oug  
design Freedom Fighter discriminates against those counter- 
hegemonic forces that challenge the forces of repression.

Apart from the black writing on a white background, the Freedom 
Fighter uses the colour blue extensively. Blue is a cool colour, 
suggesting rationality and considered opinion. It is also the 
official colour of the Progressive Federal Party. By linking the 
idea of 'reasoned argument' with the PFP colour, the publishers 
of Freedom Fighter may be trying to cue subliminal responses 
from an essentially liberal student population. It is important also 
to see how the DSA uses the understanding they have of their readership
- Freedom Fighter is written in a style that is appealing to students 
e.g. it is humorous and contains many graphics. Its A4 size is itself 
reminiscent of 'alternative journals' like Down the Line and other 
counter-culture magazines of the 1970s. We need to question why 
Freedom Fighter dedicates itself to "the free enterprise system" 
and yet contains no advertisements, no subscription address and and no 
mention of who write, typesets, designs or pastes up the paper. All 
this is done under the anonymous^name of "DSA Committee".



Conclusions sssftr

It is hoped that a fuller comprehension of the process and 
dynamics behind Freedom Fighter has been provided. It can be 
seen that Freedom Fighter functions to serve the current dominant 
hegemonic bloc, in both conveying its ideology, and in discredit
ing and destroying attempts to build a counter-hegemonic cons
ciousness amongst university students at UND. Freedom Fighter 
takes advantage of the cultural knowledge that has been bestowed 
upon white students throughout life, and is thus successfully 
able to engage in the 'struggle for the sign'. We must note 
however, as Sless reminds us, that we should take heed of our 
position of study as immersed in counter-hegemonic discourse - 
and perhaps realize that other students will not see the DSA 
and Freedom Fighter in this perspective.

Although numerous attempts were made by both staff and students 
to interview members of the DSA about Freedom Fighter during the 
first half of 1987, its members refused to discuss the 
publication either formally or informally with members of the 
research team.
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Together we all win 
INDABA

hr huff (i■hik'i

1 H I  pupuU i m otto " la g r th e r  WftaN win"  

M «  N k n tra ln  l f »  adwlrabt, per 

UTCH-U.*. .W tfcr kw a /u lu  NmK Im Um

Iii ihe limi pUir. IU worth |«s m the Ian 

tbat H Nought logrthei irprtMiitativ<» ol . 

w Kir vanrly ol often iIivcim- Viewpoints. Iliim 

the ami •paithcul Inkatha organised itm» 

ntctur anti ihc PI P lo the oonacrvativcly 

nations I IA K  (hxleras* van Afnkaansc 

Kuliuuiorganisasies) and other Afrikaner 

nabona luu 

b  also brought together people of diflerem 

raoes enabling their to conununicaic and 

team about one another, something that has 

been sorely neglected in South Africa, partly 

because o( the raou attitude of an all- 

powtilul government that has tor wo lung 
leyuiatcO to keep people apan 

Uufonunately. the Itsdab* H em  lo have 

been tripped up to a certain eneni by the 

cunew ohuauoo oI the white establishment, 

namely that ol minority protection This 

sensitive issue has led to the inclusion ol a 

second chamber in the plant lot a legitiativr 

body in the Indaba s constitutional proposals 

One could justifiably raise the question 

whether this does not lower the propoaals into 

Uie Uimr category a> the tncameral cornu 

tutmn be.ng a model of governmental ences* 
ui the growth of a icdundanl bureaucracy 

Did the delegates lo the Indaba examine any 

t « b «  way of o/lenng minority protection1' 
Moat people leem u> forget that individual 

freedom offers the perfect system of minority 

protection If an individual has freedom of 

choice he u  free to affiliate to a group and to 

function freely within that group Further 

mure, the propoaals fall m u  the trap of 

onfiouivui apanheid-thinkmg People are seen 

■etely as part of a group and then individual

right to existence is overlooked to a certain 
extern

Centralised group protection abo ignores 

anothei solution, namely that ol further 

decenualised power Admittedly, the pro

posals of the Indaba constitute ■ docentrali 

sanon of power, but one could well argue that 

it n  insufficient Further devolution of power 

giving local communities more say m whai 

happens to them, would provide minority 
protect ton m thal it would prevent a tingle 

majority group in the central legislature from 

dictating ui another group at local level 

Although the Indaba represent* an important 

ttep m the direction of decentralisation, one is 
left with the district impression that the 

delegates to this conference did not go far 
enough

One could hardly deny, in Ihe light of these 

arguemenu. that the Indaba still has a long 

^way u> go with their constitutional pronmals

However, the blueprint that has seen the light 

thus far already contains a let of propoaals 

supenot to anything the Pretoria government 
has to offer the people of Natal 

Instead of lejectu* the proposals outright, 
as various Natal Afrikaner nationalist* have 

done, the government had better take « good 

look at what the Indaba has achieved It mighi 

also be a good idea to test the opinon of the 

people of Natal The government should 
remember that the people of Natal do not 

solely consist of white Afrikaner nationalist*

STOP PRESS

THE government has recently 

i.vsued a qualified rejection of 

the Indaba proposals.

They have chosen to ignore 

the concepts and successes of 

Ihe Indaba, merely hiding be

hind the smokescreen of "h i

jacking by the PFP Si N R P ”. 

They have not dealt with the 

proposals at all.

I f  the government is as com* 
mitted lo reform as it says H is, 

then it must surely approve of 

the Indaba proposals, not reject 
them.

" I THINK. TUtRL Ml, IN FACT. INblDE TU1L 
ANC A RANGE OF VOICED...” , .

Cut A r t  Cm thrr IK  f)rnarim£A\
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7. ECC & the Commercial Press in Natal

A study of the constraints faced by the campaign in a ttem pting  
to get coverage for its activities and issues.

The recent history of relations between the ECC and local press 
is reviewed and future possibilities are considered.



The ECC and the Commercial Press in Natal

The status of the ECC vis-a-vis the commercial press is uncertain and, 
not surprisingly, no newspaper has been known to issue editorial 
policy with regard to the ECC. Questions put to a reporter on a Durban 
daily newspaper in June 1987 - a reporter who placed himself (and the 
younger staffers) considerably to the left of the discernible 
editorial policy of his paper - elicited responses that, in the main, 
conformed to the findings of Warren Breed about social control in the 
newsroom ( l) . At the time of the imposition of the state of 
emergency, in June 1986 and for months following, said the reporter, 
no ECC stories appeared in the Daily News. This was explained by 
the fear of state action for "undermining or bringing into disrepute 
the system of compulsory military conscription". The mere mention of 
the ECC, it was feared, might constitute a breach of emergency 
regulations. Only later, when the ECC made use of a legal advisor, was 
this rniseonception corrected.

The reporter's assertions are supported to an extent by actual figures 
from the Natal Mercury and Witness over the 12 month period from 12 
June 1985 to 12 June 1986 during which time the ECC was mentioned in 
52 stories. Incredibly, in the following 12 month period (to 12/6/87), 
the figure is again 52. In that the organisation is now a year older - 
and by that is meant larger and more politically significant - this 
does represent something of a falling off of coverage. More telling, 
however, are figures for the months before and after the declaration 
of the state of emergency (on 12 June 1986): in the month 12 May 1986
- 12 June 1986 the ECC appeared in 8 stories. Among these were reports 
on the information war between the ECC and the National Students 
Federation (31/5/86), on the ECC's acting against the Aida Parker 
Newsletter (3/6/86) and on a Natal University address by an ECC 
spokesperson (5/6/86). A quite different picture is presented in the 
month commencing 12/6/86, in which the ECC was mentioned only twice. 
On 14 June 1986 the Campaign was touched upon in a Mercury editorial 
and on 30 June the fact of the ECC offices being set alight in Durban 
was briefly mentioned in an unrest "wrap-up". Clearly the fear of 
breaching Emergency regulations held sway in this period.

Several ECC stories written by the reporter interviewed had been 
"spiked" but that (spiking) "happens all the time" and although he 
himself - like most reporters, he said - questioned the non-appearance 
of stories he felt "strongly" about, he had not done this with any ECC 
stories. "If the sub-editor on duty views the piece as politically 
contentious, that is really the end of the argument. Prejudice against 
the ECC, especially at the paper's senior level, runs high. This 
respondent felt that a preferable strategy would be to hope that the 
next time one submits potentially "contentious" copy a more accomoda
ting sub would be on duty. The interviewee was quite clear on the 
point that a reputation for "hassling the subs" was quickly earned by 
those who repeatedly questioned the decision to spike stories, and 
such a reputation would quite likely retard prospects of career

‘The Defence Force has 
on ly  moved in to  b lack 
townships to protect law 
a b id in g  peop le  s lives 
and their properties,' he 
said.

'We should not be con-1 
dem ned  for pro tec ting  
people, we should rather 
be urged to improve out 
protective measures'

Gen van Loggerenberg 
sa id  h i  the  in s tance s  
where the actions of ind i
viduals in the SADF to
wards the public were not 
correct, immediate reme
dial action had been la 
ken.

Anyone who a lleges 
that wo are guilty of tri 
ror Is just not talking the 
truth,' lit’ Huid (Sap.0

M ercury R epo rte r

THE Deputy M inister ol 
D e fence . M r A d n a a n  
Vlok, said Jhe End Con 

i c r i p t i o n  C a m p a ig n  

(ECC) was being used by 
the ANC to achieve the 

banned  o rg a n is a t io n ’s 
'evil' goals.
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Vlok says ANC using End 
Conscription Campaign

Mr Vlok atid  South Af
rica's course was a just 
one and 'we  are prepared 
to p u t  r ig h t  w h a t  is 
wrong', but nothing would 
be solved by giving South 
Africa to the ‘enemy’.

Those people who ap
prove of the ECC's aims 
and are prepared to pro- 
mole it are like clay being 
moulded by our enemies 

at this very moment 
'they are being used by 

the ANC to achieve the 
ANCs evil goals in South 
A frica.’

ONDER die skyn dat 
bulk nie'polities is, 
vereprei lede van die 
ECC Marxistiese leer- 
steilinge onder wit 
skoobeun*. Hal me- 
tode van verspreiding 
herinner sterk aan die 
Kommunittieae sel- 
stebeJ.

mobility.

In months following December 1986 news stories regarding the ECC 
appeared rather more frequently, but comment, or an attempt to draw 
out the Campaign's message was still, it seemed, not tolerated 
(although, perhaps due to the occasional "accomodating sub", these do 
sneak through). While projects such as "Peace Park" have been 
reported, this was allowed, stated the interviewee, because that same 
message is concealed by emphasis on the community or welfare factors 
(without, as shall be seen, providing any link between the projects 
and the ECC's concept of community service as an alternative to 
military service). The interviewee provided an illuminating example:
"When the ECC sent out those pseudo call-up papers, one of the people 
they sent to was Arthur Morris of the Civic Action League who was 
suitably outraged. A story then appeared which was angled on Morris' 
outrage. To me this means that the angle was generated by the reporter 
and because of that angle the story easily found its way into the 
paper".

Reiterating the presence of prejudice that sometimes even takes the 
ECC to be "immoral and subversive", the interviewee said the pre
vailing perception amongst senior staff is that the ECC isn't to be 
taken seriously" and is not considered of great "news value" (a term 
he conceded could mean "just about anything".) The ECC's position is 
"difficult to state because the ECC's position is, of necessity, 
wishy-washy", the interviewee said.

It may be more realistic to say that the ECC's message, far from being 
"wishy-washy", is confrontational and strikes at the core of the 
apartheid state's stability/maintenance. Until the establishment of 
the ECC there was no national organisation that challenged the 
military service ethos. The threat to national confidence posed by the 
ECC has had to be suppressed by the state: the extensive regulations 
and restrictions imposed since 1985 have forced the ECC and other 
oppositional organisations to conceal their 'subversive' practices and 
policies. In their bid to remain beyond prosecution under present laws 
the ECC has had to adopt an inoffensive - or "wishy-washy" - profile 
and thus forgo a great deal of potential publicity. Moreover, edit
orial policy of a certain nature is evident in the fact that the ECC 
has been treated at one remove by the press: i.e. by the fact that an 
uncontentious (or 'hooray') news angle should exist (or be manufac
tured) in order for the organisation to be reliably and frequently 
reported in the commercial press. Whether it be news of a community 
project or news of detained ECC members, it is apparent that central 
ECC policies/issues are being either obscured or actively suppressed.

The Durban commercial newspaper most accommodating to the ECC is the 
Sunday Tribune. A senior staff member admitted an initial hesitancy 
on the Tribune's part towards the ECC but said this was essentially 
due to lack of information. Once representatives of the Campaign had 
met with and presented their case to members of the paper's editorial 
staff their sympathy to the ECC cause had grown. (Among those who had 
made representation to the Tribune, the interviewee emphasised, 
were ECC legal spokespersons who had allayed fears of ihe unlawfulness 
of the anti-conscription message). No policy regarding the ECC had 
ever formally been devised, our interviewee said, but conceded that
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generally "We are sympathetic to the ECC because their principles 
are grounded in individual choice. We believe people should have a 
free choice - our policy is the policy of the greatest freedom of 
choice. It's in that way that we might appear supportive of the ECC 
Of course individual staff members may be overtly supportive while 
others may in fact be anti the campaign."

"Immoral and subversive" is the view of the ECC held by several senior 
newspaper people, said the reporter on the daily paper, and something 
approaching immoral and subversive is the perception of the ECC that 
manifests itself in an editorial published in the Natal Mercury

u re<̂ e^ n*t *on religious objection to conscription is
the base from which the writer launches a fierce - and facetious - 
assault on the ECC. Fundamental to the comment presented is what 
Herbert Gans calls "The Nation as a Unit", by which he means that 
anything threatening the 'unit' is newsworthy. In this case such a 
threat is provided by the ECC, and the not-so-hidden agenda is to 
thoroughly discredit the organisation. Gans's notion of the news
worthiness of social disorder is also pertinent. "Peaceful demon
strations on college campuses, especially elite ones, are usually more 
newsworthy tha.n those in factories or prisons"(2). In that much of the 
ECC's support is seen to come from the white, that is, petty bourgeois 
student population its threat to order is rarely identified by the 
Natal press.

The above mentioned editorial's writer assumes a patronising tone; and 
by situating the ECC in something like the context generally afforded 
student activists, what Roland Barthes(4) would call the 'myth of the 
student' — naively hysterical (or 'trendy lefties' as common sense 
vernacular might have it), he attempts to legitimise his contempt and 
derision. The opening paragraph ("As was only to be expected reaction 
from the ECC was loud and long") and, more pointedly, the use of 
"pouted" in the second paragraph are directed to this end.

AS WAS only to be expected, re 
action from the End Conscrip
t ion Campaign to a move to 
tichton up the definition of reli
gions objection to military ser
vice was loud and long.

Far from tightening anything 
up. its spokesperson pouted, the 
c.overnmont should be broaden
ing the scope of conscientious 
objection: many young men ex
perience a severe moral dilem
ma because of conscription.

For our part, we do not know 
nbout that.

We acknowledge there are 
those who have genuine objec
tions to taking up arms. But we 
believe most of our youngsters

Lumping it
willingly sacrifice the two years 
of their lives they have to serve 
in the forces because they 
realise that, given the times 

. we re in, there Is no alternative.
We all know the Permanent 

Force is not big enough; we all 
know we need a Citizen Force — 
and we all know that if together 
thev are to form an adequate 
Defence Force, there has to be 
national service.

We might not like-it, but is 
there any real alternative to 
lumping it?

And we believe we’re right 
when we say that's the attitude 
of those who have lumped it, are 
lumping it — and will lump it.
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The writing i.s conversational - it suggests that the writer knows 
exactly who his reader is, and is confident of the authority he will 
have with that reader.

According to anthropologist Levi-Strauss, relations are expressed 
through the isolation of fundamental oppositions. The most effective 
propaganda will usually make use of the 'Us/Them1 opposition, and that 
opposition emerges in the Mercury's editorial. Placing the ECC firmly 
in the 'Them' camp, the writer seems to sense the untenability of his 
position when he begins to speak of "our youngsters". His belief (that 
"most of our youngsters willingly sacrifice the two years of their 
lives ... because they realise that, given the times we're in, there 
is no alternative") is delivered with the confidence that it will go 
unchallenged. But by stating it as he does his intention — to dis
credit the ECC — is made apparent. He falls short of stating that the 
ECC might encourage "our boys" to abandon their duty to their country 
(because of the faith articulated in the quote above). What is 
untenable, however, and what undermines his argument, is that he 
creates a site of conflict between the ECC - which argues for the 
freedom to choose - and the willing conscripts who, it is spuriously 

suggested, have that freedom and exercise it.

Implicit in this argument is a willingness to accept militarisation as 
a solution to the problems of the "times we're in". Also evident, 
however, is a sense of resignation that seems the product of an 
acceptance of the ineffectuality of liberal protest or resistance.
("We might not like it but is there any real alternative to lumping 
it?"). In this we can detect the operation of something resembling 
the myth of "Neither-Norism" (5) which Barthes describes:

the stating of two opposites and balancing the one by the other 
so as to reject them both. (I want neither this nor that.) It 
is on the whole a bourgeois figure, for it relates to a modern 
form of liberalism. We find here the figure of the scales: 
reality is first reduced to analogues: then it is weighed: 
finally, equality having been ascertained, it is got rid of.

The Mercury editorial writer acknowledges ultimately that compulsory 
conscription may be odious, but, it is explicit; even more odious is 
the institutional challenging of it by the ECC.

Beneath this, in fact at a subliminal level, sits the ultimate 
polarity or 'Us/Them' opposition. This is the polarity between (i) the 
apartheid state/capitalist relations of the present day (which allow 
for the 'press freedom' which - supposedly - exists in essence but is 
only, and necessarily, compromised by the emergency regulations, and 
is represented by the reasonable, responsible, authoritative figure of 
the independent commentator, the newspaper editor), and (ii) their 
assailant, the 'revolutionary onslaught' (embodied in the words,
"given the times we're in there is no alternative") with its socialist 
orientation, which promises totalitarian press/speech control.

This editorial, which, as stated above, carries strong assumptions 
about its reader and so is in the form of a narrowcast code(6) is an 
unambiguous vilification of the ECC and the most direct (and extreme) 
articulation of commercial press attitudes to the organisation that 
could be found in the South African English press bar The Citizen.



At this point it is worth making mention of an editorial that appeared 
in the Mercury a year before the one under discussion and which 
illustrates the shift in sentiment and is indicative of the 
strengthening of hegemonic control achieved by the "Red under every 
bed"-type scare that accompanied the state of emergency. It also is 
suggestive of the wavering attitudes displayed by the commercial 
press in regard to areas or expressions of dissent that might at one 
time be construed as permissible within the universe of civil rights 
and free speech and at another time be seen as dangerously subversive 
and to be rightfully suppressed. Entitled, " The Question Remains" 
(10.9.85), the editorial deals directly with the conscription issue in 
a way that would seem unthinkable a year later. By no means supportive 
of the ECC, this editorial does not manifest the intransigence of the 
later one under discussion; the ECC in fact makes its presence felt 
here almost incidentally (the article begins by reporting the 
detention of ECC members "hours after the Deputy Minister of Defence 
had alleged that it (the ECC) was being 'used' by the African National 
Congress"). The writer bemoans the loss of freedoms of speech (implied 

by the detention of ECC members) but is in no doubt as to the need for 
an army: "The need to maintain a strong Defence Force at the foot of 
an unstable continent in a dangerous and cynical world is hardly in 
dispute", he writes in the third paragraph. And in the fifth paragraph 
the ECC is firmly challenged but without the acrimony that suffuses 
the later piece: "But simply to call for an end to conscription 
without first forging a shield for the nation is, to quote the leader 
of the opposition, Dr van Zyl Slabbert, "dangerously naive, romantic 
simplistic and counter-productive." The final paragraph, however, 
contrasts sharply with, that "the times we're in" tone which is the 
foundation of the later piece. The ECC's message is, as I have 
intimated, ultimately rebutted here but the sense of "the enemy 
within" is not so conclusively erected: "If political solutions are 
not found soon to bring peace to the townships and end the SADF's 
presence there, then the Government must expect that growing numbers 
of young white conscripts will question their role in being required 
to defend such a society."

The interviewed reporter's belief that he, and the younger reporters 
generally, stood to the left of discernible editorial policy is given 
credence by the fact that news stories dealing with the ECC, while few ST 
in number, are generally quite neutral and sometimes even overtly 
supportive. It would seem that the reporters who file stories on the 
ECc are those who have a predisposition to the Campaign's message, 
while others, in their indifference or hostility to the ECC, appear to 
choose to ignore it altogether.

In April 1986 the Natal Mercury published two decidedly sympathetic 
ECC stories. On 12 May 1986 a small feature on the ECC "community 
campaign" appeared. Sympathetically headlined "Youngsters Lend a 
Hand", the bulk of the story was taken up by comments by an ECC 
organiser, and the article ended with the provision of contact phone 
numbers for readers interested in helping in the project. Serving 
almost as an advertisement for the "community campaign" the story was 
edited so as not to be at. all contentious. Whether this was in line 
with editorial conservatism or due to the fear of alienating readers 
who are antagonistic to the ECC is unclear, but certainly neither the 
headline nor the story's introductory blurb make any mention of the 
ECC. Further, the conscription issue is not touched on at all and the 
"community campaign's" official title ("Working for a Just Peace") is 
conspicuous by its absence.
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The Cost of the War

More confrontational is a conventional news type story that appeared 
on 17 May 1986, with the headline "Tell Us How Many Refused Military 
Training, says ECC". In that this story is comprised totally of the 
reported words of the ECC National Secretary, it is undoubtedly slan
ted in the Campaign's favour. When contrasted with the "Youngsters 
Lend a Hand" story — which avoided the conscription issue in order 
to endorse the ECC and thereby attract a wider audience — this story 
which includes three (out of a total of eight) paragraphs devoted to 
the "Just Peace" campaign and community service as an alternative to 
military service, is a startlingly direct presentation of the ECC 
message. (But we should note that the focus of the story — a call 
to the Minister of Defence — is deviated from in order to incorporate 
the community service content of the story).

In this story, as well as one published on 14 December 1986, comments 
from the ECC are the only ones that are presented. While the "Youngs
ters Lend A Hand" is a story in the conventional sense and therefore 
has no need for opposing or balancing viewpoints, the "Tell us How 
Many ..." story and the December '86 story (neutrally headlined, "13 
detained in swoop on ECC") both make use of comments from ECC 
spokespersons only. The latter story, unlike both of the others, is 
more obviously 'major' news and is published by the Mercury via the 
SAP A wire service. The paper itself is performing a relaying service 
only - none of its own staff play a part in the reporting of this 
news. The effect the story produces, however, is sympathy towards the 
ECC, and this is due mainly to the fact that although the facts are 
reported absolutely factually (with full details of the identities of 
those detained, and where and when the detentions took place etc) it 
is only the comments of an ECC spokesperson which are reproduced. 
Moreover, the final paragraph has the effect of turning the reader's 
attention to the unjustness of the emergency regulations (and dis
playing at a subliminal level the ease by which the regulations may 
be used to victimise oppositional groups): "He (ECC spokesperson) said 
more than 60 ECC members had been detained since the emergency but 
one had been charged with any offence."

With the introduction of television in 1976, the South African press 
survived the consequent financial crisis with difficulty (7). This has 
resulted in the closure of some newspapers but more often in the 
streamlining of staff down to an absolute minimum. Because rational
isation generally takes place at the lower ranks first, it is the 
younger reporters - those more noticeably to the ideological left of 
the company - who are retrenched, necessarily resulting in a subtle 
swing to the right as the papers increasingly come to reflect the 
attitudes of senior staff. Thus the dissemination of the ECC message 
becomes ever more difficult, and the organisation has to rely 
increasingly on the wire services and major news, and the erratic 
sneaking through' of stories. The implications of this for the 

Campaign generally, but more specifically for its regional offices 
and regional projects, are, of course, severe.



*n South African defence budget was 
R44 million. By 1985 this had risen to a stagger- 
in; R4240 million, more than the black education 
and health budgets combined This means that 
the government is spending over eight million 
ran* every day on its war effort, at a time 
when more than a million children under the age 
of ten are suffering from malnutrition in South 
Africa.___________ ^  End Conscription Campaign believes that this 

money should be spent constructively on South 
Afncas real and urgent needs: education, housing, 
job creation and health care. ________________
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Ill II
8. Strategy and the Future

A brief discussion of some of the implications for the client of 
the findings of the researchers.

The constraints imposed by the ECC's umbrella nature and 
internal dem ocratic functioning mean that this piece can at most 
serve as a stimulus for debate, ra ther  than a recommendation.



Strategy and the Future

The im portance of the ECC's contribution to progress in South A frica 
depends on the  s tra teg ies  it chooses, and these depend upon the ways 
in which situations are analysed by the Campaign's members. Therefore 
it is im portant th a t  the ECC's internal decision-making processes are 
informed not only by the perceptions and opinions of members whose 
primary political motivation is anti-conscription, but also by wider 
an ti-ap arth e id  input. This can (and does) occur through overlapping 
membership with other progressive organisations, or through organised 
liaison w ith such organisations. From the interviews done for this 
study, it seems th a t  generally, At Ease s ta f f  did not com m unicate 
much with other organisations.

Although the ECC's s ta tus  as an autonomous, dem ocratically  organised 
body constitu ted  within the 'w hite' population sector, and its 
vulnerability to repressive s ta te  action, make it difficult to associate 
with other progressive movements, it should still be possible to improve 
com munication with members of such organisations. At Ease could be an 
im portant medium for such communication. However, this should be read 
in conjunction with the discussion of censorship policies (elsewhere in 
this R eport).

A central issue to be confronted when considering the s tra teg ic  position 
of the ECC is th a t of contradictions within its ranks. Not only do 
various sectors  of membership hold conflicting views -  tor example the 
radical/liberal divide over whether (crudely s ta te d )  racial 
capitalism must be replaced by socialism or by non-racist capitalism - 
but the membership, as a whole, is drawn from sectors  of the 
population which have been and are beneficiaries of apartheid 
and/or capitalism. No doubt this is one area where the diverse 
membership of the ECC cannot expect to reach consensus, but this does 
not mean it  should not appear on the agenda. Members of the public will 
not easily trust an organisation they perceive as blindly acting against 
its (and th e ir )  s e lf - in te re s t ,  even if they recognise the moral 
superiority of its arguments. Thus it is im portant to com m unicate a 
coherent response or set of responses to this sort of "playing with 
fire" accusation.

A s tarting  point for one such response is suggested by the popularity 
of ECC among students and youth. Although this is explained 
in part by the relatively liberal environment on the 'English' 
campuses, another im portant factor is the fact th a t young people are 
not yet firmly in tegrated  into the economy. This means that many of 
them see themselves as having less to gain from sh o rt- te rm  continuation 
of the s ta tus  quo, and more to lose in the event of its violent demise 
than, say, their parents do. This is borne out by the high incidence 
of emigration amongst te r t ia ry -e d u c a te d  people under 30. Of course the 
existence of conscription and low -intensity civil war contribute to 
this 'brain drain' problem, to an ex ten t which is not yet properly 
studied, but is obvious to many ECC members and supporters, and 
potential ones .

An argum ent could be articu la ted  from this basis, along the lines that



older generations of (middle and upper class, mostly w hite) South 
Africans, as well as foreign investors, are  defending their im m ediate 
m aterial in terests  by manipulating young white men not only at the 
expense of the exploited masses, but also to the detrim ent of the long
term  chances of all young people to grow older in a peaceful, just 
society (w hether one believes this will take the form of non-racial 
capitalism, socialism or a mixed economy). Such an argument need not 
depict the old as the 'enem ies' of the young any more than the rich are 
'enem ies' of the poor. As a group, perhaps -  but individuals can 
'redeem ' themselves (in this case, by supporting the ECC!).

In this way the Campaign can begin to do more than simply reac t 
defensively to s ta te  propaganda and dominant ideology. Without some 
stra tegy  of this kind, it could well be forced into a relatively 
insignificant position as the country 's  people become more polarised 
and those who are re lu c tan t to choose sides are forced into silence, 
hiding or exile. Already, tens of thousands of conscripts have 
chosen the non-solutions of exile and 'life  on the run' -  a form of 
internal exile involving frequent changes of address and of jobs, and 
often  loss of co n tact with friends and family. Yet many such people 
have no idea of themselves as an oppressed group -  ra ther, they tend to 
be ashamed of having joined the 'chicken run' or become 'draft  
dodgers'. If the Campaign let them feel that it spoke for them, a new 
sector of support would emerge.

Likewise, many conscripts who fall foul of military discipline are either 
forced into the role of criminals, often  to the point of chronic 
destructive rage directed a t  themselves and those around them, or made to 
feel defective/inadequate ("Hulle kannie die punch vat nie"). Were such 
people offered a place in an honourable, constructive a t te m p t to change the 
conditions which oppressed them and others, many would respond.

thli potter of two Hippos i t  on* of a series which have appeared recently in northern suburbs.



Distribution of At Ease

Present Situation

During 1986/7 7000 copies were usually been printed for each issue, of 
which about 4 000  were mailed out at a cost of about R800. Most of the 
rem ainder w ere distributed arbitrarily  on the campuses of University of 
Natal, Durban and the Natal Technikon. Remaining copies were handed 
out a t  ECC tables, a t  the am phimarket and on the windscreens of cars 
"parked in appropriate places, like outside a play that is about the 
m ilitary" (G ary Cullen). Distribution takes about 3 weeks afte r  
printing -  quite an interval. A few copies are sent to other ECC 
regions.

Problems

No inform ation is available on the efficacy of the distribution p a t
terns as there  is no feedback mechanism. This applies especially to 
the mailing which accounts for more than half of each edition and most 
of the cost of distribution, especially since the mailing list has been 
arrived a t  by merging of other (e.g. Durban A rts ) lists. Thus we do 
not know which people or how many simply regard At Ease as 'junk mail'.

There are no defined distribution roles: "Generally it is a case of 
roping in everybody who can be gathered to do some of it, and then i t 's  
here and here and the thing s ta r ts  going out" (Gary Cullen).

Suggestions

In the short term , something must be done to revise the mailing list.
Some kind of survey (perhaps in the form of a com petition with a prize 
as incentive to reply, or perhaps in the form of a phone-in, which 
takes less tim e/effort/expense than a w ritten  response) should be done 
to establish who reads At Ease, how much they read and what they 
think of it. In order to maintain a continued feedback mechanism, a 
le tte rs  page should be introduced.

Consideration should be given to the idea of charging a nominal price 
(e.g. 20c).  This has its pros and cons and could be tested. People on 
the mailing list might be asked to subscribe.

In the longer term , a tten tion  should be given to the re-s tru ctu rin g  of 
distribution methods. For a s ta r t ,  links should be established with 
other organisations, not only those s tr ic tly  within the 'national 
dem ocratic struggle' but also the social justice com m ittees  of churches, 
youth groups, and the like. A greem ents should be sought such as ex
change of mailing lists, mutual distribution of publications, and so on.

The other aspect of re-s tru c tu rin g  the distribution network lies within 
ECC -  the role of its members. (This recom m endation should be seen as 
inseparable from the recom m endation elsewhere in this Report that 
newsgathering be res tru c tu re d .)  Because of the im portance of this 
process, we must look at similar situations faced by other progressive 
publications, and s tra teg ies  they have adopted.
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